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Performance Modeling for Relay Cooperation in
Delay Tolerant Networks

Jiajia Liu, Xiaohong Jiang, Hiroki Nishiyama, and Nei Kato

Abstract—Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) rely on the mobility
of nodes and sequences of their contacts to compensate for
lack of continuous connectivity and thus enable messages to be
delivered from end to end in a “store-carry-forward” way, wher e
multiple relay nodes are usually employed in the message delivery
process. In this paper, we focus on such relay cooperation and
analytically explore its impact on the delivery performance in
DTNs. Specifically, we first develop a continuous time Markov
chain-based theoretical framework to model the complicated
message delivery process in delay tolerant networks adopting the
two-hop relay algorithm. We then derive closed-form expressions
for both the expected delivery delay and the corresponding
expected delivery cost, where the important relay behaviors of
forwarding traffic for itself or for other nodes are carefully
incorporated into the analysis.

Index Terms—Delay tolerant networks, relay cooperation, two-
hop relay, delivery delay, delivery cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) are sparsely distributed and
highly mobile wireless ad hoc networks, where the transmis-
sion opportunities come up and down from time to time, and
no contemporaneous end-to-end path may ever exist at any
given time instant [1]–[3]. The traditional route-based routing
algorithms proposed for mobile ad hoc networks, such as DSR
[4], AODV [5], etc., fail to work properly, as they require the
simultaneous availability of a number of links.

The “store-carry-forward” kind of routing relies on the mo-
bility of nodes and sequences of their contacts to compensate
for lack of continuous connectivity and thus enable messages
to be delivered from end to end. Therefore, it is believed that
the “store-carry-forward” routing is a promising alternative for
DTN scenarios and will become a natural routing option for
the DTN routing [6]–[9]. Among these “store-carry-forward”
routing protocols, the two-hop relay and its variants [3], [10]–
[12] have become a class of attractive routing protocols dueto
its efficiency and simplicity. In the two-hop relay routing,the
source transmits copies of its packets to all mobiles (relays)
it encounters; relays transmit the packets only if they comein
contact with the destination [13]–[18]. Since the source will
also transmit its packets directly to the destination everytime
such transmission opportunity arises, each packet travelsat
most two hops to reach its destination as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the two-hop relay routing protocol,where the
destination nodeD receives a packet either directly from the source node
S or from one of then− 2 distinct relay nodes.

It is easy to see that when operating under the two-hop
relay routing, multiple relay nodes are usually employed in
the packet delivery process of a tagged traffic flow (as shown
in Fig. 1, for the tagged flow there all other nodes except
the source and the destination may be employed as relays).
Actually, the performances of the two-hop relay routing, such
as the delivery delay (the time it takes a packet to reach
its destination) and the delivery cost (the total number of
transmissions until a packet is delivered to the destination)
rely heavily on such relay cooperation behaviors. Some initial
work [19]–[22] has been done to derive the delivery delay and
delivery cost performances for two-hop relay routing, where
all other nodes are assumed to be perfect relays in the packet
delivery process and will forward the packets in a cooperative
and altruistic way.

Consequently, such cooperative and mutually helping rout-
ing inflicts significant energy consumption and storage cost
on each node. In the real world, however, as mobile nodes are
usually not only energy-constrained but also storage-limited,
the intermediate relay nodes may act selfishly. It is noticedthat
recently, some interesting works has been done to address the
important node selfishness issue in relay cooperation and ex-
plore its impact on the delivery performance of two-hop relay-
ing. Panagakiset al. in [23] experimentally examined the effect
of node cooperation on the message delivery delay and the
transmission overhead incurred until message delivery or the
termination of the message spreading process, where a node
may choose to probabilistically drop a newly received message
or refuse to forward a buffered message. Karaliopouloset al.
in [24] further assumed a specific group of selfish relay nodes
with such individual selfishness behaviors and analytically
evaluated its impact on the expected message delivery delay. Li
et al. in [25], [26] obtained explicit expressions for the system
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performances of message delivery delay and delivery cost ina
social selfishness scenario where there are two groups of relay
nodes, and a relay node has greater incentive to help forward
messages from the nodes in the same group, but less interests
to forward the messages from nodes of the other group [27],
[28].

It is noticed that all the available works in literature [19]–
[25] suffered from the same limitation that all of them con-
sidered a very simple network scenario with only a single
source-destination pair. Under such scenario, all the other
nodes (except the source and the destination) act as “pure”
relays, and have only one kind of selfish behavior, to either
carry and forward messages for the source or not. In the DTNs,
however, there may simultaneously co-exist multiple source-
destination pairs (traffic flows). Each node may act not only
as a relay carrying and forwarding messages for other nodes,
but also as a source trying to deliver out its locally generated
message. Thus, a node may become more willing to forward
its own message rather than that of others when it encounters
some node. This kind of selfish behaviors may become much
more significant when the nodes are operating under both QoS
requirements (e.g., delivery delay requirements) and energy
consumption constraints. In this paper, we focus on this kind of
node selfishness in relay cooperation and analytically explore
how it will influence the delivery performance of the two-hop
relay routing in the challenging DTNs.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

• We focus on a DTN scenario where each node has
a locally generated traffic destined for some node and
also an incoming traffic originated from some other
node, and develop a continuous time Markov chain-based
theoretical framework to model the complicated packet
delivery process in such network scenarios.

• With the help of the developed theoretical framework,
we further derive closed-form expressions for both the
expected delivery delay and the expected delivery cost,
where the important relay behaviors of forwarding traffic
for itself or for other nodes, are carefully incorporated
into the analysis.

• Finally, we provide extensive numerical results to val-
idate our theoretical framework and explore how the
node selfishness in relay cooperation and network size
will influence both the expected delivery delay and the
expected delivery cost of two-hop relay routing.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section II
introduces the system models. In Section III, we develop the
continuous time Markov chain-based theoretical framework
and derive closed-form expressions for both the expected
delivery delay and the expected delivery cost. We provide
extensive numerical results in Section IV and conclude this
paper in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Network Model: We consider a delay tolerant network
with n mobile nodes. We assume that two nodes are able
to communicate with each other only when they are within

Fig. 2. Illustration of the queue structure at the buffer of node S, which
contains one designated-queue for packets destined for itself, one local-queue
for its locally generated traffic andn − 2 parallel relay-queues for traffic of
other flows.

reciprocal transmission range. Similar to [11]–[13], [15]–[22],
we consider a limited channel bandwidth and assume that the
number of bits that can be successfully transmitted during each
contact duration between any node pair is fixed and normalized
to one packet here, such that a packet can be successfully
transmitted during a contact. Every time two nodes meet each
other, we assume that either node has the same probability of
1/2 to become the transmitting node.

Traffic Pattern:In order to fully capture the node selfishness
behavior of forwarding traffic for itself or for other nodes,we
assume here the permutation traffic pattern widely adopted
in previous studies [10], [15], [29]–[33]. Under such a traffic
pattern, each node has a locally generated traffic destined for
some node and also an incoming traffic originated from some
other node, i.e., each node is not only the source of its own
traffic flow but also the destination of some other traffic flow.
Thus, there are in totaln distinct traffic flows inside the whole
network.

Queue Structure:Without loss of generality, we focus on a
tagged flow and denote its source and destination by nodeS
and nodeD, respectively. According to the two-hop relay [10],
[14], [15], [29], S can also be a potential relay for othern−2
flows (except the two flows originated from and destined for
itself). As illustrated in Fig. 2, we assume thatS maintains
n individual queues at its buffer, one designated-queue for
storing the packets that are destined for itself, one local-queue
for storing the packets that are locally generated and destined
for nodeD, andn−2 parallel relay-queues for storing packets
destined for othern− 2 nodes (excludingS andD).

It is noticed that for a general packetP generated atS, there
may exist remnant copies ofP carried by relay nodes after
P has been received byD. In order to remove such remnant
copies of already received packets, we adopt a packet sequence
number based mechanism for the two-hop relaying [15], [29].
For the tagged flow,S labels each packetP waiting in the
local-queue with asend numberSN(P ), such thatP can be
easily retrieved from the queue buffers by other relay nodes.
Similarly, D maintains arequest numberRN(D) to indicate
the send number of the packet it is currently requesting, such
that all packets are received in order atD.

Mobility Model: We assume that the node inter-meeting
times, i.e., the time elapsed between two consecutive contacts
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of a given node pair, are exponentially distributed with inter-
meeting intensityλ. The validity of this assumption has
been discussed in [34], and it has been demonstrated to be
fairly accurate for a number of mobility models, like Random
Direction, Random Waypoint and Random Walker, [11], [13],
[22]. As shown in [34], the inter-meeting intensityλ can be
determined by

λ =
8ωRν

πL2
(1)

whereR refers to the transmission range of each node and
is small enough with respect to the lengthL of square area,
i.e.,R ≪ L, ν is the scalar velocity of nodes and the constant
ω = 1 (resp.ω = 1.368) for the Random Direction (resp.
Random Waypoint) mobility model.

Node Behavior:For the tagged flow, every time the source
S encounters some nodeR (rather than the destinationD),
if S wins the opportunity to transmit a packet thenS has
two choices: to either act as a source delivering toR a copy
of its local-queue packet, or act as a relay delivering toR a
packet in the relay-queue specified forR. The former choice
expedites the delivery process of its own traffic flow (destined
for D), while the latter improves the information delivery
process of other flow (destined for nodeR). It is notable that
a node may become more willing to forward its own traffic
rather than that of others when it encounters some node. This
kind of selfish behaviors may become much more significant
when mobile nodes are operating under both QoS requirements
(e.g., delivery delay requirements) and energy consumption
constraints. To analytically characterize the impact of such
behavior on the delivery performance of two-hop relaying, we
assume thatS will deliver its own packet toR with probability
p, and deliver toR a packet (if available) destined forR with
probability 1− p, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.

III. M ARKOVIAN ANALYSIS

In this section, we first develop a continuous time Markov
chain-based theoretical framework to model the packet deliv-
ery process of the two-hop relay routing in DTNs and derive
some related basic results, then proceed to derive closed-form
expressions for the expected delivery delay and the expected
delivery cost.

A. Markov Chain Framework and Related Basic Results

Without loss of generality, we focus on the head-of-line
(HoL) packetPh of the tagged flow. Recall that when two
nodes meet each other, either one has the same probability
to become the transmitting node. Given that the destination
nodeD is requestingPh, it is easy to see that the source node
S will deliver out a copy ofPh with probability p/2 when
encountering a relay node, and a relay node carryingPh will
forwardPh with probability (1− p)/2 when encounteringD.

If we use the total copy number of packetPh in the network
(including the original one at the source nodeS) to denote
a transient state, the whole packet delivery process ofPh

can be modeled with an absorbing CTMC (Continuous Time
Markov Chain). Since the source nodeS can deliver copies

of Ph to at mostn− 2 distinct relay nodes, the corresponding
CTMC is a finite-state absorbing CTMC. We illustrate the
transition diagram of the Markov chain in Fig. 3, where the
stateA denotes the absorbing state, i.e., the destination node
D successfully receives the packetPh.

From Fig. 3, we can see that for each transient statek there,
1 ≤ k < n−1, it may have at most three different transitions:
the transition to its neighboring statek+1, the transition to the
absorbing stateA and the transition back to itself. We assume
that when in statek, the Markov chain either transits to state
k+1 after timeS1(k) or transits to stateA after timeS2(k).

It is noticed that statek will transit to statek + 1 if and
only if the sourceS successfully delivers out a new copy
of packetPh. As there aren − 1 − k relay nodes without
carrying a copy ofPh in statek, say R1, R2, . . . , Rn−1−k,
we denote byTi the time it takesS to deliver a copy ofPh

to relayRi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 − k. As the node inter-meeting
times between any node pair are assumed to be exponentially
distributed with inter-meeting intensityλ, it is easy to see
that Ti follows the exponential distribution with mean2

pλ
.

SinceS1(k) = min{T1, T2, . . . , Tn−1−k}, S1(k) follows an
exponential distribution with mean 2

(n−k−1)pλ . Similarly, we
can see thatS2(k) follows an exponential distribution with
mean 2

(k−kp+p)λ . If we denote byb1(k) the rate of statek
transiting to statek + 1 and denote byb2(k) the rate of state
k transiting to stateA, then we have

Pr(S1(k) < x) = 1− e−b1(k)x (2)

Pr(S2(k) < x) = 1− e−b2(k)x (3)

where

b1(k) =
1

2
(n− k − 1)pλ (4)

b2(k) =
1

2
(k − kp+ p)λ (5)

If we further denote byS(k) the overall sojourn time inside
a general transient statek and denote byb(k) the rate of state
k transiting back to itself,1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, then we have the
following lemma.

Lemma 1:For a general transient statek, 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1,
the sojourn timeS(k) follows an exponential distribution with
mean 1

b(k) , i.e.,

Pr(S(k) < x) = 1− e−b(k)x (6)

where

b(k) =
1

2
(np− 2kp+ k)λ (7)

Proof: Since there are two outgoing transitions from state
k in the Markov chain of Fig. 3,1 ≤ k < n − 1, i.e.,
the transition to neighboring statek + 1 and the transition
to absorbing stateA, the overall sojourn timeS(k) can be
determined as

S(k) = min{S1(k), S2(k)} (8)
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Fig. 3. Transition diagram of the finite-state absorbing CTMC for the HoL packetPh of the local-queue at the source nodeS, given that the destination
nodeD is also requestingPh. For each transient statek, the corresponding transition rateb1(k) to its neighboring state, the transition rateb2(k) to the
absorbing stateA and the transition rateb(k) to itself are listed at the bottom part of the figure.

Together with (2) and (3), we have

Pr(S(k) < x) = Pr(S1(k) < x | S1(k) < S2(k))

=
Pr(S1(k) < x, S1(k) < S2(k))

Pr(S1(k) < S2(k))
(9)

Since

Pr(S1(k) < x, S1(k) < S2(k))

=

∫ x

0

b1(k)e
−b1(k)tdt

∫ ∞

t

b2(k)e
−b2(k)udu

=

∫ x

0

b1(k)e
−(b1(k)+b2(k))tdt

=
b1(k)

b1(k) + b2(k)

(

1− e−(b1(k)+b2(k))x
)

(10)

and

Pr(S1(k) < S2(k)) =
b1(k)

b1(k) + b2(k)
(11)

Substituting (10) and (11) into (9), it follows (6) and (7).
It’s easy to further verify that (6) and (7) also hold for the
casek = n− 1. Therefore, we finish the proof for Lemma 1.

For a general transient statek in the CTMC of Fig. 3, if
we denote byp1(k) andp2(k) the transition probability from
statek to statek+ 1 and the transition probability from state
k to stateA, respectively, combining (4), (5) and (7) we can
see that

p1(k) =
b1(k)

b(k)
=

(n− k − 1)p

np− 2kp+ k
(12)

p2(k) =
b2(k)

b(k)
=

k − kp+ p

np− 2kp+ k
(13)

We further assume that when the CTMC of Fig. 3 enters
the absorbing stateA there are in totalNd message copies
in the network, i.e., the Markov chain in Fig. 3 gets absorbed
from stateNd, 1 ≤ Nd ≤ n−1. Notice that theseNd message
copies include (resp. exclude) the copy at the source nodeS
(resp. at the destination nodeD). Thus, we have the following
lemma.

Lemma 2:The pdf (probability distribution function) ofNd

can be given by

Pr(Nd = k) =
(n− 2)! · pk−1(k − kp+ p)

(n− k − 1)! ·
∏k

j=1(np− 2jp+ j)
(14)

where1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Proof: Given Nd = k, we can see that the last transient

state before the Markov chain gets absorbed is the statek, i.e,
the Markov chain becomes absorbed along the path1 → 2 →
3 → · · · → k → A. Thus, we have

Pr(Nd = k) =
k−1
∏

j=1

p1(j) · p2(k) (15)

Substituting (12) and (13) into (15), it follows (14) after
some basic algebraic operations.

B. Expected Delivery Delay and Expected Delivery Cost

With the help of the developed Markov chain framework
and the related basic results, we proceed to derive closed-
form expressions for the expected packet delivery delay and
the expected packet delivery cost. We first introduce here the
following definitions for the packet delivery delay and the
packet delivery cost.

Definition 1: For the HoL packetPh at the local-queue of
the source nodeS, the packet delivery delay is the time elapsed
between the time whenS starts to transmitPh and the time
when the destination nodeD receivesPh.

Definition 2: For the HoL packetPh at the local-queue of
the source nodeS, the packet delivery cost is the total number
of transmissions for packetPh between the time whenS starts
to transmitPh and the time when the destination nodeD
receivesPh.

Notice that in Definition 2, the packet delivery cost includes
the last transmission from the source nodeS (or some relay)
to the destinationD. If we denote byTd andCd the deliv-
ery delay and delivery cost, respectively, then we have the
following theorems aboutE{Td} andE{Cd}.

Theorem 1:The expected delivery delayE{Td} can be
determined as

E{Td} =
n−1
∑

k=1

Pr(Nd = k) ·
k

∑

j=1

1

b(j)
(16)

where thePr(Nd = k) and b(j) are given by (14) and (7),
respectively.

Proof: We denote byLd(s) the Laplace-Stieltjes trans-
form of Td, s ≥ 0, thus we have

E{Td} = −
dLd(s)

ds

∣

∣

∣

s=0
(17)
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Since

Ld(s) = E{e−Td·s}

=

n−1
∑

k=1

E{e−Td·s | Nd = k} · Pr(Nd = k) (18)

=

n−1
∑

k=1

E{e−
∑k

j=1
S(j)·s | Nd = k} · Pr(Nd = k)

(19)

=
n−1
∑

k=1

f(s, k) · Pr(Nd = k) (20)

where

f(s, k) = E{e−
∑k

j=1
S(j)·s | Nd = k} (21)

(18) follows by conditioning on theNd, and (19) follows
after substituting the(Td |Nd=k) =

∑k

j=1 S(j). Notice that
in (20), asPr(Nd = k) is given by (14) in Lemma 2, the only
remaining issue for derivation ofLd(s) is to derivef(s, k).

SinceS(1), S(2), . . . , S(k) in (21) are mutually indepen-
dent, we have

f(s, k) =
k
∏

j=1

E{e−S(j)·s} (22)

where

E{e−S(j)·s}

=

∫ ∞

0

e−s·x · b(j)e−b(j)xdx (23)

=
b(j)

s+ b(j)
(24)

and (23) follows after substituting (6) in Lemma 1. Substitut-
ing (24) into (22), we have

f(s, k) =

k
∏

j=1

(

1 +
s

b(j)

)−1

(25)

Combining (17) and (20), we can see that

E{Td} =
n−1
∑

k=1

Pr(Nd = k) ·
(

−
df(s, k)

ds

∣

∣

∣

s=0

)

(26)

where
(

−
df(s, k)

ds

∣

∣

∣

s=0

)

=

( k
∑

j=1

(

1 +
s

b(j)

)−2 1

b(j)
·

k
∏

i=1,i6=j

(

1 +
s

b(i)

)−1
)

∣

∣

∣

s=0

(27)

=

k
∑

j=1

1

b(j)
(28)

and (27) follows after substituting (25).
Substituting (28) into (26), it follows (16). Then we finish

the proof for Theorem 1.

Theorem 2:The expected delivery costE{Cd} can be de-
termined as

E{Cd} =

n−1
∑

k=1

(n− 2)! · pk−1(k2 − k2p+ kp)

(n− k − 1)! ·
∏k

j=1(np− 2jp+ j)
(29)

Proof: As indicated by Lemma 2, the CTMC in Fig. 3 will
become absorbed from statek with probability Pr(Nd = k).
Notice that when the Markov chain arrives at the statek, k−1
transmissions in total are taken for the packetPh. Plus the last
transmission taken from statek to the absorbing stateA, we
can see that when the Markov chain gets absorbed from state
k, the corresponding delivery cost is alsok. Thus, the expected
delivery costE{Cd} can be given by

E{Cd} =

n−1
∑

k=1

k · Pr(Nd = k) (30)

after substituting (14), it follows (29) after some basic alge-
braic operations.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setting

Our simulations were based on the node contact traces gen-
erated by OMNeT++, and the packet delivery was simulated
by a C++ program which receives pre-recorded contact traces
as input. The simulation scenario was a delay tolerant network
with n nodes moving in a square area with side lengthL. Each
mobile node adopted a uniform communication rangeR and a
constant moving speedν. The mobility model was the Random
Waypoint model with no pause time, and in order to avoid the
transient effects, the initial distribution of nodes was drawn
from the stationary distribution [35].

B. Theoretical Vs. Simulation Results

To verify the theoretical framework, extensive simulation
studies were conducted with the settings of(n = 200, L =
2000 m,R = 15 m, ν = 5 m/s) and (n = 100, L =
1000 m,R = 20 m, ν = 4 m/s). Notice that under these two
network settings, the node inter-meeting intensity can be deter-
mined asλ = 6.5332×10−5 s−1 andλ = 2.7875×10−4 s−1,
respectively, according to (1). The corresponding theoretical
and simulation results were summarized in Fig. 4. Notice
that all the simulated expected delivery delay and simulated
expected delivery cost were calculated as the average valueof
104 random and independent simulations.

Fig. 4 shows clearly that the simulation results match nicely
with the theoretical ones for bothE{Td} and E{Cd}, so
our framework can be used to efficiently model the packet
delivery process under the two-hop relay routing in DTNs.
A further careful observation of Fig. 4a indicates that for
both the network scenarios there, asp increases from0.1
to 0.9, there exists an optimum setting of probabilityp,
i.e., p = 0.50, which minimizes the expected delivery delay
E{Td}. Specifically, for the network scenario(n = 200, L =
2000 m,R = 15 m, ν = 5 m/s) (resp. (n = 100, L =
1000 m,R = 20 m, ν = 4 m/s)), a minimumE{Td} of
5045.26 s (resp.1624.85 s) is achieved at the settingp = 0.50.
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Fig. 4. Comparisons between theoretical and simulation results for model validation under the settings of(n = 200, L = 2000 m,R = 15 m, ν = 5 m/s)
and (n = 100, L = 1000 m,R = 20 m, ν = 4 m/s).

It is also interesting to notice that in Fig. 4a both the curves
of E{Td} are symmetric with the linep = 0.50, which
means thatE{Td} achieved at the settingp is the same as
that of the setting1 − p. Therefore, we can see that under
the two-hop relay which relies heavily on node cooperations
for packet routing, the selfish behavior that each node adopts
a higher probability to distribute its own packets may not
help improve the delivery delay performance. The generally
unselfish behavior, i.e., the simple fair setting ofp = 0.5,
achieves the best delivery delay performance for each node.

It is easy to observe from Fig. 4b that for both the
network scenarios there, the expected delivery costE{Cd}
monotonically increases asp varies from0.1 to 0.9. A further
careful observation of Fig. 4b indicates that the sensitivity (the
slope) ofE{Cd} also increases withp. Specifically,E{Cd}
increases almost linearly withp when 0.1 ≤ p ≤ 0.5; while
as p approaches0.9, E{Cd} rises up sharply. In light of
the symmetric behavior ofE{Td} observed from Fig. 4a,
we can see that when operating under the two-hop relay
routing, each mobile node may select a probabilityp ∈ [0, 0.5],
where a higherp value achieves a smaller delivery delay but
unavoidably results in a higher delivery cost. Thus, a careful
trade-off needs to be made according to the specified delivery
delay requirement and energy consumption constraints.

C. E{Td} andE{Cd} Vs.n

Based on the theoretical framework, we further proceed
to explore how the number of nodesn, will affect the
expected delivery delayE{Td} and expected delivery cost
E{Cd}. The node inter-meeting intensity was fixed asλ =
1.0453× 10−5 s−1, which corresponds to the network setting
of (L = 5000 m,R = 15 m, ν = 5 m/s). We consider
three settings ofp (p = 0.15, 0.25 and0.50) and letn varies
from 50 to 300 to ensure that the resulted network is sparsely
distributed and in line with a DTN scenario. As shown in
Figs. 5a and 5b, for all three settings ofp there, E{Td}
monotonically decreases withn while E{Cd} monotonically

increases withn. Actually, such behaviors can be interpreted as
follows: as the number of mobile nodesn increases up, there
will be more chances for the source nodeS to meet other
nodes and thus deliver out copies for its HoL packet. Since
more relay nodes will be employed to help forward the packet,
more transmissions will be conducted and thus the packet
delivery cost is increased. On the other hand, the increasing
of relay nodes will also improve the packet propagation speed
and thus shorten the packet delivery delay.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the impact of relay cooper-
ation on the delivery performance of two-hop relay routing
in delay tolerant networks. A continuous time Markov chain-
based theoretical framework was developed to model the
packet delivery process under such routing scheme. Closed-
form expressions were further derived for both the expected
delivery delay and the expected delivery cost, with a general
setting of the relay forwarding behavior. Our results show that
for a given DTN theE{Td} achieved at the settingp is the
same as that of the setting1 − p, and the generally unselfish
behavior, i.e., the simple fair setting ofp = 0.5, achieves
the best delivery delay performance for each node. Therefore,
each mobile node may select a probabilityp ∈ [0, 0.5],
where a higherp value achieves a smaller delivery delay but
unavoidably results in a higher delivery cost. Thus, a careful
trade-off needs to be made according to the specified delivery
delay requirement and energy consumption constraints.

Notice that the theoretical models and closed-form expres-
sions in this paper were developed mainly under the assump-
tions of homogeneous packet size and permutation traffic
pattern. Therefore, one of our future research directions is to
develop theoretical models for other more general network
scenarios, like the heterogeneous packet sizes and hybrid
traffic patterns.
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